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The LSAT isn't as hard as you think it is. Really. With Exposing the LSAT, Nathan Fox shows you

how to make that statement a reality. In his down-to-earth, often irreverent style, he walks you

through an actual LSAT, demystifying the confusing world of logic games, reading comprehension,

and logical reasoning.  Donâ€™t waste time studying old or made-up questions. Nathan calmly and

clearly walks you through the actual June 2011 LSAT, breaking down the methods that help you

see through the BS and nail every single question on the test, with approaches that carry through

when you finally sit down for the big day.  If youâ€™re looking for a little boost on the logic games,

you will find exactly what you need here: Nathan walks you through the games, and diagrams them

step-by-step so you can see how each rule and revelation affects the outcome.  By using the

strategies that have garnered rave reviews from his students in San Francisco and from readers of

the Fox Test Prep Guide to a Real LSAT series, Nathan will show you how to save time on the

LSAT so you can focus your energy on the truly challenging questions.  No nonsense. No made-up,

trademarked buzzwords. No confusing jargon. And best of all, no pulled punches. Plus, youâ€™ll

also find out how to contact Nathan personally and ask him questions directly.  So grab a pencil and

pop this book open. Letâ€™s get it on.
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Nathan does it again. Similar to his other books, Exposing enlightens the LSAT taker to realize that

the test is not that difficult. It is in fact EASY, once you know what to look for. Yes, I said EASY. The



best thing is that you no longer have to memorize methods...well, except for calling out an

argument's BS(which is most of the time). Trust me, a fellow future LSAT taker, after reading his

book the LSAT won't look same again. I have bought numerous bibles and other study books but

those do not compare to Nathan's books; by far the best study material I own. Definitely a must

have for preparing for the LSAT

Exposing The LSAT: The Fox Test Prep Guide to a Real LSAT, Volume 3I've purchased several

LSAT prep books and this one by far is the best. Not only are the explanations clear and concise,

they're *entertaining*. And, trust me, most of the other LSAT books I've studied have been far from

entertaining or clearly understood. Nathan even offers to answer questions via e-mail or phone as

he considers you "one of his students" if you purchase the book. I can attest that this truly is the

case. Having gotten some tips on the RC portion through a local LSAT course, I was actually doing

worse than before I took the course. I e-mailed Nathan, and within two hours, he responded and

offered advice that I tested and I improved immediately (hint: don't read the questions first! Just read

the damn passage and comprehend it, THEN answer the questions). Nathan's explanations on

each LSAT question are exceptional as he writes as if he's taking the exam and reading each for

the first time, contemplating each choice, and explaining why the answer is or is not correct. And his

explanations will sometimes make you laugh at the ridiculousness of some of the answer choices.

Sometimes the best answer is the one that makes effing SENSE and it may just happen to be the

simplest answer. Oh, one more tip...there are no "best" answers, only "correct" answers. And there

really is only one correct answer. Just choose that one.I almost wish I'd purchased all three of

Nathan's LSAT prep books for about $100 rather than paid for the course I'm still attending

($800!!!). Good luck to all of the future LSAT-takers (including me)!

I took the LSAT Oct. 6, 2012. I purchased no less than 8 prep books and this (and Fox's Volume 2)

were the spot on best ever. The irreverence in which Nathan Fox approaches the LSAT is brilliant.

As I took the LSAT I had his words going through my head critically analyzing the questions in his

"voice".All that being said...use a comprehensive guide to all sections first to get the hang of it (I

really liked Barron's) before diving into Nathan Fox's pubs.Don't know my score yet, but if there is a

correlation to the feeling of confidence leaving the testing room and the actual score I hit my goal.

As with his other books, Exposing the LSAT is worth every penny. I took Mr. Fox's course in San

Francisco. We used this book for a timed exam. This book helped me to truly understand my



strengths and weaknesses. And, the detailed explanations are great and sometimes very funny. Mr.

Fox's approach to solving Logical Reasoning problems is unique and effective. His approach to

solving Logic Games is exceptional. When I took his course, my accuracy increased from 50% to

100% on Logic Games. He is truly gifted and his books are great.

Fox Test Prep's big-picture plan for success on the LSAT was vital in my planning and training for

the LSAT. Nathan Fox is an entertaining teacher and he explains solutions in a way that I can

understand. Exposing the LSAT includes solutions and explanations that are instructive and

engaging at the same time. Nathan Fox inspires confidence which was an important part of my

preparation for the LSAT and law school. I recommend Nathan Fox's counseling and teaching and

recommend his book Exposing the LSAT to anyone seeking a solution to a better score on the

LSAT.

If you are studying for the LSAT like me, someone like Nathan is invaluable. This book, just like his

other book Cheating the LSAT, is straightforward and concise and is basically Nathan in a book.

There's no crap that you have to sort through. He tells you exactly how it is, and his personality just

jumps out of the book. His explanations are thorough and are something you can easily relate to.

His approach to the LSAT is funny, which makes not shy away from attacking the test. This book is

definitely a must-read for anyone interested in taking the LSAT. If you can't take Nathan's prep

course, read his books!

This book was a great study guide - it was very simple and straight to the point. It didn't present any

complicated strategies, instead it walked the reader quickly and efficiently through practice

problems. I liked the conversational tone the commentary was written in, making this type of

studying (gasp!) a bit more fun than plain old LSAT studying. I highly recommend this book for

everyone studying for the LSAT - it's a quick read and it will help you do better on the LSAT. It

helped me, thank you!

I used this in combination with the PowerScore books & several other study guides. His

straightforward approach filled in a lot of gaps left by others & it provided insights that they missed.

It offers practical explanations about how to attack each section & a thorough analysis of each

question. As with any resource, you'll need to adapt it to your particular study habits. But it helps

you develop a strategy for dealing with the different types of questions & you'll understand why the



incorrect answers are wrong, as well as why the correct answers are right.
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